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Description

The current Ceph manager dashboard provides a "read-only" insight into a configured RBD mirroring setup. This feature should be

expanded to support the administrator in setting up mirroring, e.g. by enabling/disabling the mirroring on a pool, adding/removing the

peer cluster, enabling the journaling feature on RBD images. This assumes that the rbd-mirror Daemon is already up und running.

References: http://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/rbd/rbd-mirroring/

History

#1 - 09/12/2018 08:54 AM - Lenz Grimmer

- Target version changed from v13.2.0 to v14.0.0

#2 - 11/01/2018 10:03 AM - Lenz Grimmer

Capturing a hopefully useful comment from Jason Dillaman about the configuration:

The rbd-mirror daemons are essentially stateless. The only piece of data they need is the monitor addresses, CephX user id, and associated

keyring. All other details they can pull from the cluster (including the remote cluster monitor addresses/CephX ids/keyrings). These details are

configured on a per pool basis.

#3 - 11/22/2018 10:06 AM - Lenz Grimmer

- Category changed from 132 to 139

- Pull request ID set to 25210

#4 - 11/22/2018 10:11 AM - Lenz Grimmer

- Assignee changed from Volker Theile to Jason Dillaman

Re-assigning to Jason - thank you for your support!

#5 - 12/14/2018 09:20 AM - Ricardo Marques

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

#6 - 01/04/2019 12:03 PM - Ricardo Marques

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved
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#7 - 04/15/2021 05:25 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 139 to Component - RBD
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